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SUMMARY

The goal of this study was to determine the reduction in risk of infection by viruses with the use
of an alcohol-based hand sanitizer, used in addition to routine hand washing, in family members
in households. A quantitative microbial risk model was used to determine the probability of
infection from the concentration of virus on the hands. The model incorporated variation in
hand size, frequency of touching orifices (nose, mouth, eyes), and percent transfer to the site of
infection, as well as, dose-response for each virus. Data on the occurrence of virus on household
members’ hands from an intervention study using MS-2 coliphage was used to determine the
reduction of viruses on the hands pre- and post-intervention. It was found that the risk of
rhinovirus, rotavirus or norovirus infection after the intervention was reduced by 47–98%
depending upon the initial concentration of virus on the hands.
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INTRODUCTION

Every year more than 800 million cases of respiratory
and gastrointestinal infections occur in the United
States [1]. Viruses are a major cause of these illnesses.
Rhinovirus is the leading cause of the common cold.
Rotavirus is a leading cause of gastroenteritis in chil-
dren, while noroviruses are usually associated with
gastroenteritis in adults. These viruses are known to
be readily transmitted by contact with contaminated
surfaces and self-inoculation by hand contact with
the nose, mouth or eyes [2, 3]. Hand hygiene involving
hand washing or the use of hand sanitizers is believed
to play a significant role in reducing infection risks of
respiratory and enteric infections [4]. We recently con-
ducted a study on the impact of the spread of viruses

fromacontaminated hand to fomites and toother family
members’ hands in the household [5]. In that study it was
found that use of a hand sanitizer in addition to routine
hand washing resulted in the reduction of a tracer virus
by 97–99·9% on fomites and the hands of household
members when the sanitizer was used three times over
an 8-h period. The results on the occurrence of virus on
family members’ hands from that study were used in
a quantitative microbial risk assessment model to de-
termine the possible reduction in probability of infec-
tion from respiratory and enteric viruses with the use
of the hand sanitizer.

METHODS

The objective of this study was to determine the risk of
infection from viruses using an alcohol-based hand
sanitizer (Purell Advanced Hand Sanitizer, GOJO
Industries, USA) three times over an 8-h period. An
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alcohol gel hand sanitizer known to be effective
against rhinoviruses, rotavirus, norovirus and coliph-
age MS-2 was used in this study [6–8]. The viruses
selected for modelling were rhinoviruses, rotavirus
and norovirus. Because there is uncertainty in using
the available dose-response data for norovirus the
dose-response for rotavirus developed in adults was
used for modelling both viruses. The dose-response
data available for norovirus was developed using a
non-infectivity assay for the virus and there were ques-
tions by the authors about the presence of aggregates
in the preparation given to the human volunteers [8].

Pre-intervention consisted of the family members’
routine hand washing with soap and water. Post-
intervention involved both routine hand washing
with soap and water, and the use of a hand sanitizer
at least three times during 8 h. Total concentration
of MS-2 coliphage inoculated to the hands of the
subjects was 1 × 108 plaque-forming units (p.f.u.) to
ensure detection during laboratory analysis.

Dose-response modelling

For rhinovirus and rotavirus dose-response models,
datasets from human exposure experiments conducted
by Hendley et al. and Ward et al. were used [3, 9]. For
each of the viruses, different statistical distribution
models were assessed to determine best fit using maxi-
mum likelihood estimation techniques. It was deter-
mined that the beta-Poisson model best fits the
dose-response data-sets for both rhinovirus and rota-
virus. The general form of the beta-Poisson distri-
bution is given by equation (1), in which P(response)
is the probability of response or infection, a and b
are the optimization coefficients that follow a beta dis-
tribution, and D is the concentration or dose of the
pathogen under investigation [10].

P response
( ) = 1− 1+D

β

( )−α

. (1)

The Solver routine in Microsoft Excel program was
used in this study to optimize the beta-Poisson model
by varying a and b coefficients in equation (1) with the
objective being maximization of the χ2 goodness of fit
between the observed and the expected probability of
risk of infection.

Exposure model

By knowing the count of viruses on the hand post- and
pre-intervention, the amount of virus ingested or

coming into contact with the eye or nose can be calcu-
lated from equation (2).

D = Chand

Ahand
×

∑m
i=1

f2,i × Ai × Ni × Ti
( )

, (2)

where D is the dose or total count of viable (infec-
tious) virus that is ingested or exposed to the mouth,
eye or nose by a person in time T; Chand is the concen-
tration of viable (infectious) virus measured on hand
per cm2; Ahand is the area of two hands (cm2); f2,i is
hand-to-orifice ‘i’ transfer efficiency of virus (fraction;
dimensionless); i is orifice i through which viruses can be
ingested such asmouth, nose or eye (1, 2, 3, 4, . . .,m);m is
the total number of orifices; Ai is the surface area of
the hand that touches orifice ‘i’ (cm2); Ni is the number
of times a person touches his/her orifice ‘i’ (per min-
ute); Ti is the time duration of exposure (minutes).

Parameters for exposure model

To determine hand-to-nose, hand-to-eye and hand-to-
mouth contacts per minute, data from Nicas & Best
were utilized to generate the distributions shown in
Figure 1 (a–c, respectively) [11]. Hand-to-nose contact
distribution has an average of 0·0848/min [95% con-
fidence interval (CI) 0·0546–0·1148]; hand-to-eye contact
distribution has an average of 0·0411/min (95% CI
0·0247–0·0586); and hand-to-mouth contact distribution
has an average of 0·1332/min (95% CI 0·0694–0·2283).

To determine the area of hand, nose, eye and
mouth, data from Snyder et al. were utilized to gener-
ate the distributions shown in Figure 2 [10]. Data
obtained from U.S. EPA and from Snyder et al.
were used to determine the distribution of area of
hands (Ahand) [10, 12, 13]. Bootstrapping was used
to determine the distribution of areas of hands
shown in Figure 2a. The value t* represents hand
area (cm2) and the y-axis represent the probability
density function of the distribution [13–17]. The area
of hand distribution is not a normal distribution
with an average area of 658 cm2 (95% CI 533·1–
881·6). The area of nose has an average of 5·12 cm2

(95% CI 4·608–5·654); area of eye has an average of
1·56 cm2 (95% CI 1·523–1·602); and area of mouth
has an average of 6·89 cm2 (95% CI 6·63–7·13).

A point estimate of 0·339 for transfer efficiency of
virus from hand to nose, hand to eye and hand to
mouth was used in the model based on Rusin et al.
since they used MS-2 to develop the data [18]. This is
the only data available in the literature. Parameters
derived from the bootstrapping are shown in Table 1.
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RESULTS

Rhinovirus probability of infection

Rhinovirus is transmitted by contact with the nose
and the eyes; hence plugging the parameters presented
in Table 1 into equation (2) yields equation (3) shown
below, in which Chand is the concentration of rhino-
virus found on the subjects’ hands.

D= Chand number of rhinoviruses( )
658 · 94 cm2

×
0 · 39× 5 · 12 cm2× 0 · 0848

minute
× 480min+

0 · 39× 1 · 56 cm2× 0 · 0411
minute

× 480 min

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

⎞
⎟⎟⎠. (3)

Table 2 shows different scenarios of concentrations
of rhinovirus on the hands and the corresponding prob-
ability of infection before and after the use of the hand
sanitizer three times during an 8-h period. Table 2 also
gives the calculated percent risk reduction of infection
due to the use of a hand sanitizer. Because of the nature
of the dose-response curve for rhinovirus, greater re-
duction in risk of infection is seen with a lower initial
concentration of virus on the hands.

Figure 3 shows rhinovirus risk of infection pre- and
post-intervention through the use of a hand sanitizer
three times during 8 h assuming an initial concentration
of 1000 infectious rhinoviruses on the hands (from
Table 2) for each individual in the studied households.

Fig. 1. Generated distributions for face contact frequency using bootstrapping. (a) Hand-to-mouth contacts/min; (b) hand-
to-eye contacts/min; (c) hand-to-nose contacts/min.
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The risk reduction of infection varies with each individ-
ual depending upon the initial average reduction of the
surrogate on the hands of each individual.

Rotavirus risk of infection

Rotavirus is transmittedbycontactwiththemouth;hence
plugging the parameters presented in Table 1 into equa-
tion (2) yields equation (4), in which Chand is the concen-
tration of rotavirus found on the subjects’ hands.

D = Chand number of viruses( )
658 · 94 cm2

× 39× 6 · 89 cm2 × 0 · 13
minute

× 480 min
( )

. (4)

Table 3 shows the reduction in percent of infection
for rotavirus with different initial concentrations of
rotavirus on the hands. Again, because of the nature
of the dose-response curve for rotavirus, greater re-
duction in risk of infection is seen with a lower initial
concentration of virus on the hands.

DISCUSSION

MS-2 coliphage was used as a surrogate for rhino-
virus, rotavirus and norovirus to quantify the ex-
posure to virus both with and without use of a hand
sanitizer three times a day. MS-2 virus is similar in
shape and size to these viruses and has been used ex-
tensively as a surrogate to study the behaviour

Fig. 2. Generated distributions for the area (cm2) of the (a) nose; (b) eye; (c) mouth; (d) hand, using bootstrapping
techniques.
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of human pathogenic viruses in the environment
and assessment of disinfectants [19]. Its distribution
on fomites in the household after addition to the
hands [20] was very similar to that observed by
Winther et al. who contaminated households with
rhinovirus [21].

Total concentration of MS-2 coliphage inoculated
on the hands of the subjects (one member only in
each family) was 1 × 108 p.f.u. to ensure detection dur-
ing laboratory analysis so that reductions of the virus
on the hands could be quantified after the inter-
vention. Rotavirus concentrations of 1012 rotavirus
particles can be found in the stool of infected persons
[22]. Data on the occurrence of rotavirus on the hands
of infected persons is not available, although it is read-
ily detected on individuals’ hands in households in de-
veloping countries [22]. Norovirus has been detected

on the hands of infected individuals ranging from
103·3 to 104·45 genome copies by qPCR in hand rinse
samples [3]. The concentration of rhinovirus in nasal
mucus has been found to vary with the stage of infec-
tion and ranges from 10 to 1 000 000 tissue culture in-
fectious viruses/ml [23].

An exposure model was developed based on the
work of Nicas & Best to estimate the amount of
virus that would reach the nose, eyes and mouth dur-
ing the 8-h study period [11]. Using dose-response
models for rhinovirus, rotavirus and norovirus, the
risk of infection could then be quantified based on
the amount of virus on the hands. Because data is
not available on the actual concentration of virus
that might be on the hands of infected and exposed
individuals a range of values of risk of infection
were determined for each of the viruses (Tables 2
and 3). Using the data on the reduction in concentra-
tions of MS-2 on the hands post-intervention, the re-
duction in risk of infection can be determined based
on different concentrations of the actual viral patho-
gens on the hands. It was found that because of the
nature of the dose-response models, the less the
amount of virus on the hands the greater the reduction
in probability of infection. Thus, the risk of infection
was reduced by 96% with one virus on the hands vs.
46·8% when 3000 viruses were present on the hands
for rhinovirus. The same was true for rotavirus and
norovirus. Risk reductions are only estimated for indi-
viduals who do not have protective immunity.

The potential for reduction in risk varied both
between households and by household members
(Fig. 3) based on the amount of MS-2 on their
hands pre- and post-intervention. Variation in risk
pre-intervention may vary depending on numerous
factors including how well and how often family

Table 1. Parameters for use with equation (3)

Parameter Parameter unit Distribution 95% CI
Mean value used
in the model Source

Ahand cm2 Bootstrapping 533·1–881·6 658·94 [12, 13]
f2,eye fraction Point estimate − 0·339 [18]
f2,nose fraction Point estimate − 0·339 [18]
f2,mouth fraction Point estimate − 0·339 [18]
Aeye cm2 Bootstrapping 1·523–1·602 1·56 [12]
Anose cm2 Bootstrapping 4·608–5·654 5·12 [12]
Amouth cm2 Bootstrapping 6·63–7·13 6·89 [12]
Neye per minute Bootstrapping 0·0247–0·0586 0·0411 [11]
Nnose per minute Bootstrapping 0·0546–0·1148 0·0848 [11]
Nmouth per minute Bootstrapping 0·0694–0·2283 0·1332 [11]

CI, Confidence interval.

Table 2. Probability of infection as a function of initial
rhinovirus concentration on the hand

Concentration of
rhinovirus on
hands (TCID50)

Probability of
infection

% ReductionBefore After

3000 0·7484 0·3980 46·8
1500 0·7126 0·3361 52·8
1000 0·6894 0·2987 56·7
500 0·6456 0·2350 63·6
250 0·5961 0·1753 70·6
75 0·4967 0·0925 81·4
30 0·4113 0·0518 87·4
15 0·3439 0·0323 90·6
3 0·1929 0·0098 94·9
1 0·1378 0·0055 96·0

TCID, Tissue culture infective dose.
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members practice routine hand washing and their ac-
tivities within the home (i.e. how often they used the
toilet, food preparation, playing, cleaning, etc.).
Reduction in MS-2 on the hands of individuals post-
intervention may be indicative of when they use the
hand sanitizer during the day (that was left to their
option).

Uncertainty arises from varying concentrations of
respiratory and enteric viruses on the hands of
infected individuals. Moreover, dose-response data
was developed in normal healthy adult individuals

and may not be reflective of children, the immuno-
compromised and the elderly. Differences may also
exist between the surrogate and the human pathogenic
viruses in their survival on the hands/fomites and
transfer efficiency to and from fomites, which could
affect the degree of exposure [19, 21, 24].

Several epidemiological studies have shown the
potential for reduction in transmission of respiratory
and enteric infections with the use of hand sanitizers
[25–27]. In a review of 16 studies on the impact of re-
duction of respiratory infections from the use of hand
sanitizers Warren-Gash et al. concluded that success
was dependent on setting, context and compliance
[28]. The present study also provides evidence for
the potential of alcohol-based hand sanitizers to re-
duce the risk of illness from respiratory and enteric
infections in household settings.

The results of the present study suggest that adding the
use of an alcohol-based hand sanitizer in the home can
result in increased reduction in risk of infection
by respiratory and enteric viruses, such as rotavirus, rhi-
novirus and norovirus, even when routine hand washing
is already practised. Future studies should evaluate
whether other hand hygiene interventions, such as use
of hand sanitizing wipes, would have a similar effect.

DECLARATION OF INTEREST

None.

Fig. 3. Rhinovirus risk of infection before and after intervention assuming a concentration of 1000 infectious rhinoviruses
on the hands. Each letter represents an individual in the household. Same letter represents a different individual in the
same household.

Table 3. Reduction in probability of infection as a
function of initial rotavirus concentration on the hand

Concentration of
rotavirus on hands
(TCID50)

Probability of
infection

% ReductionBefore After

3000 0·8079 0·4099 49·3
1500 0·7703 0·3350 56·5
1000 0·7451 0·2907 61·0
500 0·6960 0·2182 68·7
250 0·6388 0·1546 75·8
75 0·5211 0·0752 85·6
30 0·4199 0·0406 90·3
15 0·3410 0·0248 92·7
3 0·1726 0·0070 96·0
1 0·0897 0·0026 97·1

TCID, Tissue culture infective dose.
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